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fe 1. Introduction. The basic notions of metarecursion theory were introduced

in [7]. Metarecursion theory is an attempt to generalize the ideas and arguments

of recursion theory from the natural numbers to the recursive ordinals. Ordinary

recursion theory concerns itself with finite sets of natural numbers. Metarecursion

theory deals in an analogous fashion with metafinite sets of recursive ordinals.

In [7] it was seen that two of the deepest results of ordinary recursion theory,

the solution of Post's problem [3] and the maximal set construction [4], gener-

alize to the metarecursive case. Theorem 4 of [7] states that there exist two meta-

recursively enumerable sets of recursive ordinals such that neither is metarecursive

in the other. Kreisel [6] casts doubt on the contention that Theorem 4 of [7] is

the correct generalization of Post's problem. He wonders how to correctly

formulate the notion of Turing reducibility for recursive ordinals and he dis-

cusses four possible choices. It is not our place to decide the correct notion of

Turing reducibility for metarecursion theory; however, in §4 we show that there

exist two metarecursively enumerable sets such that neither is reducible to the

other by any of the four methods discussed by Kreisel.

In [7] two sets of recursive ordinals are said to have the same metadegree

if each is metarecursive in the other. It is not known if the metadegrees of meta-

recursively enumerable sets are order-isomorphic to the Turing degrees of re-

cursively enumerable sets, but all the existing evidence seems to favor an affirm-

ative answer. Driscoll [2] has shown the metadegrees of metarecursively

enumerable sets are dense; i.e., between any two comparable ones, there is a

third. His proof is not a mere translation of the argument of [12]. There exists

a formidable obstacle to the lifting up into metarecursion theory of results about

recursively enumerable sets. Call a set of recursive ordinals regular if its inter-

section with every metafinite set is metafinite. In ordinary recursion theory, the

intersection of any set of natural numbers with any finite set is finite ; this platitude

is essential in many arguments about recursively enumerable sets. Unfortunately,

there exists a multitude of nonregular, metarecursively enumerable sets [7].
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Nonetheless, Driscoll [2] was able to make a long detour around the obstacle

of nonregularity with the aid of the principal result of §2 : each metarecursively

enumerable set has the same metadegree as some regular, metarecursively

enumerable set.

Spector [14] showed that all nonhyperarithmetic, Fl\ sets have the same

hyperdegree. It is possible to interpret his result as the answer to Post's problem

for nj sets. In this paper we offer what we hope is a happier alternative. Suppose

we identify the natural numbers with the finite, recursive ordinals. Then, as

was seen in [7], the nj sets of natural numbers coincide with the metare-

cursively enumerable sets of finite, recursive ordinals. In §3 we show that there

exist two nj sets of natural numbers such that neither is metarecursive in the

other.

Kripke [8], [9] has succeeded in generalizing a large portion of recursion

theory by introducing the notion of admissible ordinal. An admissible ordinal

has the property that the set of all lesser ordinals behaves very much like the

natural numbers when one attempts to initiate the pre-Friedbergian arguments

of recursion theory. Kripke's definition of admissible ordinal is expressed in

terms of closure properties that refer to an equation calculus analogous to the

one employed by Kleene [5] for ordinary recursion theory. Kripke's calculus

is very convenient for the purposes of metarecursion theory and was utilized in

[7]. (It turns out that co¡, the least nonrecursive ordinal, is the first admissible

ordinal occurring after co.) In this paper, our first duty is metarecursion theory,

but we cannot resist indicating which of our results generalize to every admissible

ordinal. In particular, we give a solution to Post's problem which is uniform

with respect to all admissible ordinals; i.e., we give a single argument in which

the admissible ordinal a occurs as a parameter.

We conclude with a discussion of some open questions.

2. Regularity and metarecursive enumerability. In [7] a set of recursive ordinals

was said to be regular if its intersection with every metafinite set was metafinite.

Each metarecursive set is regular. Each nonhyperarithmetic, Fl\ set of natural

numbers (regarded as a set of finite, recursive ordinals) is a nonregular, meta-

recursively enumerable set. In metarecursion theory we are forced to deal with

bounded, metarecursively enumerable sets which are not metarecursive. This

last remark is the reason that the phenomenon of nonregularity makes it difficult,

if not impossible, to lift many results of ordinary recursion theory up into meta-

recursion theory. But the situation is not as gloomy as it appears, since we can

show by an essentially elementary argument that each metadegree of a meta-

recursively enumerable set contains a regular, metarecursively enumerable set.

In §4 we see that there exist metadegrees of metarecursively enumerable sets

which contain only regular sets. The overall situation concerning regularity is

not clear and is discussed in §7.
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Theorem 1. Each metarecursively enumerable set has the same metadegree

as some regular,  metarecursively enumerable set.

Proof. The main idea of what follows is inspired by Dekker's notion of deficiency

set [1]. We use what might be called a double deficiency set. Let {Kx} be a standard

indexing of the metafinite sets; i.e., there exist metarecursive functions y and k

such that for each a, Kx = {ß\ß <j(a) and k(ot,ß) = 0}. Let Q be a Tl{ set of

unique notations for the recursive ordinals; let n be a metarecursive function

such that for each a, 17(a) is the unique natural number in Q which is a notation

for a. For convenience we assume that ß is a linearly ordered subset of Kleene's 0.

We write A^MB to indicate A is metarecursive in B. Intuitively, A^MB

means there exists a method M for determining the truth or falsity of both of

the following two assertions for an arbitrary metafinite K : K £ A and K £ cA ;

the method M must be such that the status of K is decided by the fact that B

satisfies some metafinite set of conditions such as those expressed by Ky £ B

and K2çzcB. Thus M can be thought of as a metarecursively enumerable set

of 5-tuples of the form <0,K,Ky,K2,i) and <l,K,KuK2,f>, where K £ A if

and only if for some Ky ^ B and K2 £ cB, we have <0, K,Ky,K2,0}eM, where

K^A if and only if for some Ky^B and K2çzcB, we have<0,A',/i1,X2,l>eM,

and where a similar relation holds between the 5-tuples of the form

<f,K,Ky,K2,i}, cA, and B.

We write A =mB (read A is many-one reducible to B) to indicate that for some

metarecursive function/, we have ae^4*->/(a)eB. If Af¿mB, then A^MB.

We write A i=wB to indicate A is weakly metarecursive in B. Let Fx be a standard

enumeration of all the finite sets of recursive ordinals. We write Az%jB (read A

is finitely reducible to B) to indicate A^WB (there is an e such that A = {e}")

and there is a metarecursive g such that for each a, the computation of the truth

value of cceA draws only on the information expressed by the membership of

Fg(x)^B and FHx)çcB. If A^fB and B^WC, then A^WC. We need the

notion of finite reducibility because Driscoll [2] has shown that the relation

= w is not transitive.

Suppose A is metarecursively enumerable and we wish to prove A^MB. It

is sufficient to find a method M for showing K ^ cA when and only when K^cA

is true. We merely combine the method M with an enumeration of A. If K çz A,

then eventually we will enumerate all of K in A. If K $ A, then M will show

that for some a e K, we have {a} £ cA. If K £ cA, then M will show K çzcA.

If K $ cA, then for some aeK, we will enumerate aeA. We will refer to the

above observation as principle P.

Let A be a metarecursively enumerable set. We aim to find a metarecursively

enumerable, regular B in the same metadegree as A. Let A* = {a | A n Kx # 0}.

We check that A and A* have the same metadegree. Observe that

(1)        Kx çz cA* <-> [J {Ky I y e Kx} ScA++ KHx) S cA ~ h(oi) e cA*,
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where h is metarecursive. (We are using very heavily the fact that a metafinite

union of metafinite sets is metafinite.) It follows from principle P and (1) that

A* is metarecursive in A. The definition of A* implies that A is metarecursive

in A*.

Let / be a one-one, metarecursive function whose range is A*. We introduce

the double deficiency set of f:

D2f = {a\(Eß)(f(ß) <fia) & nifiß)) < >?(/(«))&/? > a)} .

We show D2 is regular by showing Df2(~\Ly is metafinite for every y

(Ly = {a | a < y}). Fix y; we need only find a x such that

(2) Df2r.Ly = {<*\(Eß)ß<I(f(ß) <f(o)&n(f(ß)) < nifi«))& /*>«)}»

We define a partial metarecursive function d by induction:

d(0) S pß(ß > y & (Fa) (a < y &f(ß) < /(a) & nifiß)) < i?(/(a)))) ;

din + 1) S pßiß > d(n)&(m)mEll(f(ß) </(d(m)) V nifiß)) < fC/(d(m))))

& (£a) (a < y &f(ß) < /(a) & nifiß) < nif («)))) ■

Clearly, the domain of d is a finite, initial segment of the natural numbers. Let

t be the least ordinal greater than y and greater than any element of the range

of d. Then t satisfies (2). Note that x, regarded as a function of y, is weakly

metarecursive in A*. Then it follows from (3) and principle P that Df is meta-

recursive in A*.

(3) Kx ezz cD/ <-> Kx n D2 O L,.(a) = 0.

(Recall that Ka çz LJ(a) and j is metarecursive.)

Now we make an assumption about Df2 and show A* is metarecursive in

Df2. Let p be defined by

p(a) S pj?(/(/?) > a & nifiß)) > »/(a) &/? Í V) •

We assume p is total. Then p is weakly metarecursive in Df2, and (1) tells us

Ka s cA* <-> Ä(o) ¿ .4* <-» /z(a) ¿ {/(/010 < p(Ä(a))}.

Finally, we are faced with the problem that p may not be total. Let y be the

least ordinal such that

(4) iß)ifiß) ú y V nifiß)) = niy) Vße d2) .

Then there must be a er such that nifiß)) > nil) f°r all ß > a, and

(5) iß)ß>Afiß) = yVßeDf2).
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Let Ay* = A* n LY. We claim A* and A* have the same metadegree. Let

A' = A* — {a| a = y \J (Eo)aá¡T(a =f(S))}. It suffices to show A' is metarecursive

in A*. We make repeated applications of (5):

aeA'~(Eß)ß>a(f(ß) = a&ßeD/),

ßeDf2~(Eoy)(oy >ß&f(Sy) <ot&n(f(ôy)) < ,(<*)),

ôy>cj&f(ôy)>y^ôyeDj-2,

ôyeDf2~(EÔ2)(ô2 > öy &f(ö2) <f(ôy)&r,(f(ô2)) < n(f(ôy))),

ô2>a&f(o2)>y-+ô2eDf2,

(Eôm)(f(ôm)ziy&n(f(ôm))<n(oc)).

But then we have

a.eA'<^(Eß)(Eb)(cj <ß<5&ac =f(ß)
(6)

&f(ô)^y<ot&r,(f(ô))<n(oi)).

Let F((ct) be the finite set {e | e rg y &r¡(e) < n(a)} ; we can assume t is metarecursive,

since our unique notations form a linearly ordered subset of Kleene's 0. Then

(6) becomes

(7) aeA'~(Eß)(E$)(cT <ß<ö&y<a =f(ß)&f(o)eF,(x)).

With the help of (1) we obtain

(8) Kx çz cA' <^(Kx - (A* -A'))c CA* <-► q(ot) ecA',

where q is metarecursive (we assume some repetition in our indexing of the meta-

finite sets). Principle P, (7) and (8) imply A' is metarecursive in A*.

Let B = {n(oe) | a e A*}. Since A* is bounded, it must be that B and A* have

the same metadegree; in fact, B ^mAy* and A* 5¡mB. B is useful because it

contains only finite ordinals. Let g be a one-one, metarecursive function whose

range is B. Let

Dg = {a | (£/?) (g(ß) < g(a) & ß > a)}.

De is seen to be regular by the same argument we used to see T>2 is regu-

lar.

We claim Dg and A* have the same metadegree. Dg is metarecursive in B,

and hence in A*, by the same argument used to show D2 is metatecursive

in A*. It remains only to show .4,,* is metarecursuve in Dg. We note
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K.<zcA**->ÍT)iieKtt&,t<y-+KtCiA**0)
(9)

<-> KmW e=cA<^/i(m(oí))ecA*,

where m is metarecursive. We can choose h and m so that

(10) (a)(/i(m(a)) > y &^(Ä(m(a)) > i,(y)) &(a)4>ff(Ä(m(a)) ̂ /(<5))).

Then we have

(11) KaScA**->himia))ecA'.

No w B ^ w Dg by an argument similar to the one used to show A* ^ M Dy2. (Actu-

ally, this is the argument used by Dekker [1] to prove the range of a one-one,

recursive function is recursive in its deficiency set.) But then Ay*z%wDg, since

A*z%mB. It follows from (7) that A'z%fAy*; consequently, A'SwDg. This

last together with (11) and principle P give A* S M^g-

The proof of Theorem 1 suffers from a certain lack of uniformity ; this defect

is discussed in §7.

Let a be an arbitrary admissible ordinal [8], [9]. Kripke calls a set of ordinals

a-finite if it is y-recursive and is bounded by some ordinal less than a. Call a set

of ordinals (less than a) regular if its intersection with every a-finite set is a-finite.

Define the notion of "a-recursive in" by strict analogy with the notion of "meta-

recursive in" as defined in [7]; simply replace "metarecursive" by "a-recursive"

and "metafinite" by "a-finite". Let us say two sets have the same a-degree if

each is a-recursive in the other.

Theorem Ia. Each a-recursively enumerable set has the same a-degree as

some regular, a-recursively enumerable set.

Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 1, but some modifications are necessary.

Let a* be the projectum of a. (Kripke defines the projectum of a to be the least

ordinal ß such that there exists a one-one, a-recursive function whose range is

bounded by ß.) Note that an a-recursively enumerable set bounded by an ordinal

less than a* must be a-finite; this fact is analogous to the truism that every finite

set of natural numbers is metafinite. Let t be a one-one, a-recursive function

whose values are less than a*. Then r(a) plays the same role that r/(a) did in the

proof of Theorem 1. The only difficulty lies in showing that A' is a-recursive in

A* and that A* is a-recursive in Dg. Equation (6) becomes

(6')       neA'~ (Ep) (ES) (er<ß<ö&n= f(ß) &/(5) g y < n & /(/(<5)) < tin)) •

Let KsM be the a-finite set {e | e rg y & i(e) < tin)}, where s is a-recursive.

il") neA'<-> (Eß) (EÔ) (er<ß<o&y<n= f(ß) &f(S) e KsM).

The set {/(/(<5)) |/(<5) e Ks(n)] is a-finite, since it is a-recursively enumerable and

bounded by tin) < a*. But then the set {/(<5) | f((5) e KsM] is a-finite. It follows

from (7") and (8) that A' is a-recursive in A*. The computation of the truth-
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value of t\eA' from A* uses only information about the membership of ^4* in-

volving ordinals e such that t(e) < t(n). But the computation of the truth-value

of ne A' from B uses only information about the membership of B involving

ordinals less than t(n) < a*. Dg is not a-finite, so there must beat such that

g(x) > t(n) and x£Dg. Any member of B less than t(n) must be enumerated by

g before g(x). Thus the computation of the truth-value of ne A' from Dg is

accomplished using only finitely much information about the membership of Dg.

In short, A' is weakly a-recursive in Dg. This last together with (11) and principle

P gives Ay* is a-recursive in Dg.

We can strengthen Theorem Ia as follows. Let a be an admissible ordinal. Let

cB, the complement of B, denote {ß | ß < a} — B. Call an oc-recursively enumerable

set unbounded if it is not bounded by any ordinal less than a. We say an oc-re-

cursively enumerable set B is simple if cB is unbounded, and if every a-recursively

enumerable subset of cB is a-finite. Then we can prove: each non-a-recursive,

a-recursively enumerable set has the same a-degree as some regular, simple,

a-recursively enumerable set. This is a consequence of Theorem Ia, since the

ideas of Dekker [1] work quite nicely on regular sets, and since the deficiency

set of a function which enumerates a regular set is regular.

3. Metadegrees of Til sets- Before we prove Theorem 2, we recall some definitions

of [7]. The T-predicate of [7] is analogous to that of Kleene [5]. Its definition is:

T,1 (B,e,a,<r)<->t(e,o) = <[e,M,N,a,y}&M £ B&N £ cB;

t(e,o) is a special metarecursive function which indexes "deductions". Roughly

speaking, T,1 (B, e, a, a) says : B is an arbitrary set of recursive ordinals ; e is the

Gödel number of a finite system of equations £ ; and t(e, o) is the Gödel number

of a metafinite "deduction" from £ and B whose last line gives the value y of

some function at argument a. U(e,a) is a metarecursive function such that if

t(e,a) = c[e,M,N,<x,yy, then U(e,a) = y. Two useful partial functions are:

{e}» = y~T¡ (B,e,a,a)&U(e,a) = y;

{e}B(oi) = y^(Ecr)({e}l(ai) = y)8i(G)({e}Ba is defined ^U(e,a) = y).

Theorem 2 of [7] states that if A is weakly metarecursive in B, then there exists

a finite e such that (a) [a(a) = (e}B(a)], where a(a) is the characteristic function

of A. The converse is also true.

Let M(e,a) and N(e,o) be metarecursive functions such that if

t(e, a) = (e, M, N, a, y>, then M(e, a) = M and N(e, a) = N. (We are making

use of a standard indexing of the metafinite sets which enables us to speak of

partial metarecursive functions that take metafinite sets (M,N) as values.) We

introduce two partial functions:
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(12)   *!>]?»» = 7«-» {*}?(«) = y&K- iNie,er) kjB) is infinite;

K[ef(a) = y ~(F<7) (*[>]» = y)&(a)(K[>]B(y) is defined -> U(e,tj)=y).

The difference between K[e]B and {e}B is the key that unlocks the proof of

Theorem 2. The "deductions" associated with K[e]B are restricted; each of

them permits infinitely many members of K not to be in B or in i\"(g,<r) £ cB.

The B of Theorem 2 (as well as the A) have the property thatK[e]B es {e}B for all

e and certain metafinite K's depending on e.

Theorem 2. There exist two Fl\ sets of natural numbers such that neither

is weakly metarecursive in the other(2).

Proof. We intend to metarecursively enumerate two sets, A and B, of na-

tural numbers with an eye to meeting certain requirements. The first set of re-

quirements will insure that A and B are "incomparable". The second set will

insure that neither A nor B are metarecursive. The two sets of requirements are

redundant, since if A is not weakly metarecursive in B, then A is not metarecursive.

Sometimes, however, redundancy (overkill) is useful. We will simultaneously

attempt to satisfy both sets of requirements, but we will be unable to prove

directly that the first set is successfully met. Instead, a direct argument will be

given that the second set is met, and then (and only then) it will be possible to

show with the aid of the properties of K[e]B that the first set is met.

We handle conflicting requirements by means of a system of priorities similar

to that of Friedberg [3]. To be more precise, in the course of the construction,

we make only finitely many attempts to satisfy each requirement. Driscoll [2]

proves theorems about metarecursively enumerable sets by means of priority

arguments in which infinitely many attempts are made to satisfy individual

requirements.

We define eight partial metarecursive functions, A(er), B(er), K(er,e), L(er,e),

p(er, e), q(o, e), s(o, e) and v(er, e) for all er and all finite e by induction on er; p, q, s

and v will take finite ordinals as values, while the other four functions will take

only metafinite sets as values.

Let r be a metarecursive function taking only finite values such that for each

c<co and i<4, the set [er\r(er) = c&(Ex)(er = x+j and x is a limit ordinal

8cj = i (4))} is unbounded.

Stage o- = 0. Let A(O) = B(O)=0, K(0,e) = L(0,e) = {m \ m < m}, p(0,e)

= q(0,e) = 22e+2, and 5(0,e) = v (0, e) = 22e+1 for all e.

Stage a > 0. If the partial function 151 K(S, e) changes value only finitely often

as <5increases through the ordinals less than a, let K(er*,e) equal its "last" value;

i-e-,

(2) It is not hard to show, using Spector [14], that if B is a nonhyperarithmetic, n} set,

then every n} set is invariantly definable from B (regarded as a set). This last notion is defined

in Kreisel [6].
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iEÔ)}<iip)iô z%p<a^ Kip, e) = K(a*, e)).

If the partial function changes value infinitely often, let Kier*, e) = K(0, e). (We

will see that the partial function 1er | Kier, e) changes value only finitely often as

<t increases through the recursive ordinals.) Define L(er*,e), p(er*,e), q(er*,e),

s(o*,e) and v(er*,e) similarly.

Let c = r(er) and er = x +j, where x is a limit ordinal and j is finite. Let

A(er*) = \J {A(ô)\ô<a] and B(o*) = \J {B(ô)\ô<er}.
Case 1.   ) = 0(4).

Case 1.1. sio*,c)£Aier*) and there is a y<er such that {c}*(s(cr*, c)) = l. De-

fine Aier) = Aier*) U {s(<7*, c)}. Set Bio) = Bio*), Kier, e) = Kier*, e), Up, e)

= L((T*,e), qicr,e) = qio*,e) and s(<r, e) = sier*,e). If L(cr,e) — Bier) is finite for

some e, then define p(<r, e) = pier*, e) and vier, e) — via*, e) for all e. Suppose

Lier,e) — Bier) is infinite for all e; then set:

pier,e) = pia*,e) if e<c;

vier,e) = i>(<r*,e) if e — c;

pier, k) = px[x e Lia, k) - Bier) &iEy)iy e Lier, k) - Bio)

&x > y > vio, k) + via*, k) + pió*, k)f] if k = c;

via, k) = px[x e Lia, k) — Bio) &x> p(a, k — 1)] if k> c.

Case 1.2. s(a*,c) does not satisfy the hypothesis of case 1.1. Change nothing

and proceed to stage a + 1.

Case 2.   j = l (4).

Case 2.1. p(a*, c) £ B(a*) and there is a y<a such that

K("*'c)[c]f (° (p(a*, c)) = l; let <5 be the least such y. Define B(a) = B(a*)u{p(a*,c)}.

Set ^4(cr) = A(a*). Let L(a, e) = L(a*, e), p(a, e) = p(a*, e) and v(a, e) = v(a*, e).

Define K(a, e) = K(a*, e) for all e < c, K(a, c) = K(a*, c) - N(c, Ô), and K(a, e) =

K(a, c) for all e > c. If K(a, e) — A(a) is finite for some e, then define q(a, e) = q(a*, e)

and s(a,e) = s(a*,e) for all e. Suppose K(a,e) — A(a) is infinite for all e; then set:

q(a, e) = q(a*, e) if e < c ;

s(a,e)   = s(a*,e) if ez^c;

q(a, k) = px[x e K(a, k) -A(a)&(Ey) (y e K(a, k) - A(a)

&x>y> s(a, k) + s(a*, k) + q(a*, k))~] if k^c;

s(a,k) = px[xeK(a,k) — A(a)&x> q(o,k—l)~\ if k > c.

Case 2.2. p(a*,c) does not satisfy the hypothesis of Case 2.1. Change nothing

and proceed directly to stage a + 1.
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Case 3. j = 2 (A). Similar to case 1 with A and B interchanged; we also

interchange s and v, K and L, and p and q.

Case A. j = 3 (A). Similar to Case 2 with A and B interchanged. If case 4.1

holds and L(cr, e) — B(cr) is infinite for all e, then set :

p(a,e) = p(o*,e) if e^c;

v(a, e)  = v(a*, e) if e — c + 1 ;

p(a, k) = px[xe L(a, k) - B(a) &(Ey)(y e L(a, k) - B(o)

&x > y > v(a, k) + v(o*, k) + p(o*, fe))] if k> c;

v(o,k) = px[xeL(cr,k) — B(a)&x> p(a,k — 1)] if k > c + 1.

That completes the construction. Note that we are using the fact that the predicate,

a is the index of an infinite, metafinite set, is metarecursive.

The system of priorities we are following is buried in the above equations;

we make it explicit. Our requirements are: B# {e}A, A # {e}B, B# {e}*, and

A =± {e}*, where e S; 0. B # {c}A has higher priority then A # {e}Bfot all e = c.

(Any conflict between two requirements is resolved in favor of the requirement

of higher priority.) A ^ {c}B has higher priority than A =^ {e}*, B j= {e}*, and

B 7e {e}A for all e > c. A ± {c}* and B # {c}* have higher priority than B ^ {e}A

for all e~¿.c.

Let f(cj) be a function from the recursive ordinals into the recursive ordinals.

We say/(o-) changes value only finitely often as o increases through the recursive

ordinals if there exists a finite sequence, 0 = cr0 < a y < •■■ <am = coy, such that

for each i <m, f(cf) is constant when restricted to at á a<al+1.

Lemma 1. Let f(a,e) denote any one of the following six functions: K(o,e),

L(o,e), p(cr,e), q(a,e), s(tJ,e) or v(c,e). Then for each e, the function Xa\f(a, e)

changes value only finitely often as a increases through the recursive ordinals.

Proof. First we show Xo\p(o,e) and Xa\v(a,e) change value only finitely

often for each e by an infinite descent on e. Fix e and suppose otherwise. Then

Case 1.1 holds for infinitely many o with c^eor Case 4.1 holds for infinitely a

with c + 1 ^ e. Then Xa\s(cr,c') changes value infinitely often for some c' ^ e

or Xo~\q(cr,c') changes value infinitely often for some c' <e. Each of these last

two alternatives implies that Case 2.1 or Case 3.1 holds for infinitely many a

and some c < e. If Case 2.1 holds for infinitely many a and c = c" <e, then

Xcr\p(cr,c") changes value infinitely often. If Case 3.1 holds for infinitely many

a and c = c" <e, then Xa| v(a,c") changes value infinitely often.

Infinitely many changes in Xa | s(a, e) imply infinitely many changes in Xa | p(a, c)

for some c < e or infinitely many changes in Xa | v(a, c) for some c < e. A similar

relationship holds between q and p and v. Infinitely many changes in Xa | K(a, e)
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imply infinitely many changes in Xa\pia,c) for some c < e by Case 2.1. A similar

relationship holds between L and q.

Lemma 2.    For each e and a, Kia,e) — A(a) and L(a,e) — B(a) are infinite.

Proof. Fix e^O and c>0. First we show L(a*,e) — B(a*) is infinite. By

Lemma 1, there is a least y < a such that L(a*,e) = L(a,e) = L(y,e) = L(x,e)

whenever a > x > y. Fix m ; we locate a member of L(y, e) — Bio*) greater than

m. Clearly, f < via*,f) < p(o*,f) < v(a*,f+ 1) for all /. Let / be such that

e+m<f. Then there is a v such that m < v(a*,f) < y < p(a*,f) and

y e L(y, e) — B(a*). We prove this last assertion. Let x be the least a such that

a < a and p(a,f) = p(a*,f) = p(ô,f) when a>ô>a; then p(x,d) = p(a*,d)

= p(ô,d) when a > ô > x and dz%f. Then y e L(x,f) — B(x), and so

y e L(x, e) — B(x), since e<f. We claim y^x; if x<y, then L(y, e) # L(y*,e)

(by definition of y) and p(y,f) # p(y*,f) (by Case 4.1); but p(y,f) = p(y*,f) if

x ^ y. Since y ;£ x, we have yeL(y,f) — B(x). We still must see that y $ B(a*) — B(x).

Suppose v e B(ô) — B(Ô*) where a > ô > x. Then y = p(ô*, c) or y = v(ô*, c). But

y # p(ô*,c), because p(ô*,f— 1) < v(ô*,f) < y < p(Ô*,f); similarly, y é v(ô*,c).

Finally, yeL(y,e) — B(ô*), since e<f.

Now we show L(a,e) — B(a*) is infinite. If L(a,e) ^ L(a*,e), Case 4.1 holds.

It follows that t('vfc]f(0(g(ff*,c)) = l, and that L(a,c) = L(a*,c)-N(c,ô).

From (12) we obtain L(a*,c) — (N(c,S) Uj5(ct*)) is infinite. Since e = c, we have

L(a, e) = L(a, c) and L(a,e) — B(a) is infinite. A similar argument shows

K(a, e) — A(a) is infinite.

Lemma 3.    For each c, A^ {c1/ and B ¿ {c}*.

Proof. Fix c and let s(c) = limas(a, c) (the final value of s(a, c)). Suppose

{cj^s^)) is defined. Let y be the least Ö such that s(c) = s(S, c) = s(a, c) for all

a > ô. Then s(c) $ A(y) by Lemma 2. If there is a a such that {c}f(s(c)) = 1, then

s(c)eA by Case 1. If {c]%s(c)) = 0, then s(c)£A, since s and q have disjoint

ranges. A similar argument shows B ■£ {c}*.

Lemma 4.    For each  c, B=£{c}A and A=£{c}B.

Proof. Fix c and let p(c) = limap(o,c). Suppose {c}A(p(c)) is defined. Let p

be the least <5 such that p(e) = p(ô, e) = p(a, e) for all a > ô and e — c. Then

p(c)$L(p,c) — B(p) by Lemma 2. Suppose p(c)eB. Then Case 2.1 must hold

at stage a > p and K(ff*'r)[c]/(,r*)(p(c)) = 1. It is enough to show N(c,ô) r,A =0,

since [c}A(p(c)) is defined. Now K(a,e) ON(c,<5) = 0 for all e = c. But

K(o,c) = K(a,c) for all a>a, since a> p; consequently, X(x,e) £ K(a,c) for

all t = a and e ^ c. Thus A/(c,¿)n/C(T,e) =0 for all x = a and e = c. Then

q(r, e) and s(t, e) £ N(c, ô) for all t = a and e ^ c. So if JV(c, b) C\A^ 0, there

must   be   an   f<c    and   a   t > a    such   that   q(x*,f) e N(c, S) n ,4(t)   or
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s(x*,f)eN(c,ö) C\A(x). Both of these alternatives are ruled out by the fact that

a > p.

Now suppose p(c)$B. We claim {c}A(p(c)) i= 1; suppose otherwise. Then there

is a y and a ß such that y < ß and {c}Ai(,*\p(c)) = 1 for all a ^ ß; in addition,

M(c,y)£^4 and N(c,y)çzcA. Assume ß = p. Then K(o,c) = K(ß,c) for all

o = ß. Any element added to A after stage ß must be a member of K(ß, c) with

finitely many exceptions (at most c). Consider K(ß, c) — (N(c, y) U A(cj)) for any

o^ß; it must be infinite, since otherwise (^4 — A(ß)) — (N(c,y) U A(a)) would

be finite and A would be metafinite. But Lemma 4 says A is not metafinite. But

then K(ffV)[c]f ffi)(p(c)) = 1 for all a ^ ß, and some instance of case 2.1 would

put p(c) in B. A similar argument shows A ^ {c}B.

Note that it was not sufficient for us to know that various limits such as limap(a,e)

and limaL(o,e) existed. Our key lemma, Lemma 2, used Lemma 1 very heavily;

we had to know that the function Xa | L(cr, e) changed value only finitely often

as a increased through the recursive ordinals. This mode of argument seems to

generalize only to those admissible ordinals which project into cardinals. We

make a conjecture on this matter in §7.

Theorem 3. Every countable partial ordering is embeddable in the partial

ordering of metadegrees of Tl\   sets.

Proof. Combine the argument of Theorem 2 of §5 of [11] with the proof

of Theorem 2 above. The proof of Lemma 2 above becomes more complicated,

but no conceptual change is required.

4. Subgeneric sets. The notion of subgeneric set is due to Kreisel. Before we

give the definition, we recall some features of Kripke's equation calculus intro-

duced in [8] and sketched in [7]. Kripke's calculus is modeled on Kleene's [5].

The terms include function letters and numerals denoting recursive ordinals. The

deduction rules are similar to the substitution rules of Kleene with one exception,

rule (R3). By means of (R3) it is possible to deduce (x)x<ß(f(x) = 0) from

the set of premises {/(a) = 01 a < ß}, where a and ß are numerals denoting the

recursive ordinals a and ß. (Note: in Kripke's formalism, the formula

(x)x<ß (j(x) = 0) is rendered as the equation (Ex < ß)(/(x) = 1.) Kripke's cal-

culus can be thought of as the usual means of determining the truth-value of

formulas concerning function-values in which all quantifiers are bounded. Let

E be a finite set of equations. Let Sq = £, and for each ordinal a (not necessarily

recursive), let Sx be the set of all equations immediately deducible from

|J{Sf|y<a}. Each member of Sf is an immediate consequence of finitely

many premises in (J{Sf |y < a} save those which result from (R3). If (R3) is

applied to the members of IJfS/ly < a), then we require that the ß mentioned

in each use of (R3) be less than a; thus every member of Sf is an immediate

consequence of finitely many members of |J{S^| m < coi}. Kripke shows SU, =

|J{Sy | y < coy}, where coy is the least nonrecursive ordinal.
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In [7] it was observed that a function <D is metarecursive if and only if for some

£ with principal function letter /, <J)(y) = ô *->f(y) = 5 e S^. We now characterize

the relation, "weakly metarecursive in", in a similar fashion. Let B be an arbit-

rary set of recursive ordinals. Let SE'g = £ U {g(a) = 1 j a £ ß} V {g(oi) = 0 [ a e /?} ;

for each a>0, let Sf'? equal the set of all immediate consequences of

(J{Sj'g|y < a}. (Do not forget the condition made in the definition of Sy

concerning the use of (R3).) It is not true that SE[g= \^J{SE'g\oi<coy} for all

B and £. It is possible to make deductions whose heights are not recursive or-

dinals. It is even possible to make deductions of recursive ordinal height which

are not metafinite; i.e., for some B and recursive a, Sy,g may contain an equa-

tion deducible from B whose deduction-tree is not a metafinite object. Let

SE-g = \J{SE-g\ a < aleph-one}.

We define Az%mcB (A is metafinitely computable from B) to mean that for

some finite £ containing the principal function letter / and the given function

letter g,

<x$A++f(a)=0eSE-g-m

OL$A^f(a) = leSE-g'm,

where SE,g'm is the set of all members of S 'g whose deduction-trees are meta-

finite. Clearly, the height of each member of SE,g'mis a recursive ordinal. A ^mcB

means the membership relation of A is computable from B using the equation

calculus and metafinite deductions only.

Theorem 4.   A—^wB<r+A =mcB.

Proof. If A =^WB, then the computations used to decide A from B are meta-

finite and are metarecursively enumerable; consequently, A—^mcB. Suppose

A =^mcB by £. Each deduction permitted is a metafinite object; the roots of each

deduction of a e A or a $ A consist of a metafinite set of membership conditions

satisfied by B. The set of all metafinite deductions is metarecursively enumerable.

It is not difficult to define the partial metarecursive functions needed to describe

how each decision about the membership of A is determined by a metafinite

neighborhood condition satisfied by B. Then A^WB.

We say B is subgeneric if for every £, we have SE\g = \^J{Se's\ol< coy],

where SE,g includes the diagram of B. Intuitively, B is subgeneric if every equa-

tion deducible from £ and B is deducible from £ and B at some recursive ordinal.

It is easily checked that every metarecursive set is subgeneric, and that every

bounded, nonmetarecursive, metarecursively enumerable set is not subgeneric

(first observed by Kreisel). In a letter to the author, Kreisel asked: do there

exist subgeneric, nonmetarecursive, metarecursively enumerable sets? The reason
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for his interest lies in the light shed by the notion of subgenericity on the various

notions of reducibility discussed in [6]. It turns out that one can prove the exis-

tence of nonmetarecursive, subgeneric sets by a standard measure-theoretic

argument or by a "forcing" argument. (In fact, with probability one, a randomly

chosen set of recursive ordinals is subgeneric.) However, a much stronger result,

expressed by Theorem 6, can be obtained by the priority method. First we intro-

duce a generally stronger notion. We say B is hyperregular if the range of each

function weakly metarecursively in B, when restricted to a metafinite set, is

bounded by a recursive ordinal. We will see that a set is both regular and hyper-

regular if and only if all possible deductions from the set are metafinite.

Theorem 5. A regular set of recursive ordinals is hyperregular if and only

if it is subgeneric.

Proof. Suppose B is regular and subgeneric. First we show B is completely

regular: every bounded set weakly metarecursive in B is metafinite. Let C be

bounded and weakly metarecursive in B. Let y be the least upper bound of C.

There exist functions mCb) and n(è) weakly metarecursive in B such that the truth-

value of öeC is deducible from B (and some E not depending on b) using only

membership information about B expressed by K„^ö) £ B and K„(Sy £ cB. Sup-

pose p = {m(ô) + n(5)| ô < y} is unbounded. Then Q, a n} set of unique

notations, is computable from {|t| \xep }by means of the unrestricted equa-

tion calculus. But then Q is computable from B, and consequently, Q is subgeneric.

No nonmetarecursive Flj set is subgeneric, so p must be bounded. It follows

from the regularity of B that C is metafinite.

Let / be weakly metarecursive in B, and let K be a metafinite set. Then

{<|a|> |/(°0|>|aeK} »s bounded and weakly metarecursive in B; by the

previous paragraph, it must be metafinite.

Now suppose B is regular and hyperregular. Let £ be a finite set of equations,

and let ß be a recursive ordinal. Suppose each member of {/(}>) = 01 y < ß} is

deducible from E and B by means of a metafinite deduction. Then there exist

functions s(y) and t(y) weakly metarecursive in B such that some metafinite de-

duction of fiy) = 0 from E and B uses only the membership information about B

expressed by Ks(y) £ B and K,(y)e=cB. But {s(y)\y < ß} and {t(y)\y < ß} are

bounded. It follows from the regularity of B that all members of {f(y) = 0\y </?}

are deducible from E and a fixed metafinite set of membership facts about B.

Corollary 1. A metarecursively enumerable set is subgeneric if and only

if it is regular and hyperregular.

Proof.   Any subgeneric metarecursively enumerable set is regular.

Theorem 6. There exists a nonmetarcursive, metarecursively enumerable,

regular, hyperregular set of recursive ordinals.
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Proof. Let R0,R1,---,Re,--(e < of) be the standard enumeration of the meta-

recursively enumerable sets; let B" be all the members of Re enumerated prior

to stage a; Xae\Rae is a metarecursive function which takes metafinite sets as

values. Let r(a) be a metarecursive function taking only finite values such that

for each c, the set {o-|r(o") = c} is unbounded. At stage o we consider putting

an element into A in order to insure that A C\ Re # 0 if Re is unbounded ; in this

fashion we make A nonrecursive. At the same time we try to preserve all values of

{e}A(m) (m < of) as they develop. We do not add an element of Rc to A if it would

change the apparent value of {e}A(m) for any m <ca and e < c. This system of

priorities guarantees that any set of natural numbers metarecursive in A will

be metarecursive, since for each e, {e}A will be "injured" only finitely often.

It will follow that A is regular and hyper-regular.

Stage o = 0. Let A(a*) = \J {A(b) j ö < a}. For each e < co, if for all m < ca

there is a ö <œ such that {e}A(a*\m) is defined, let y(e, a) be the least y such

that for all m < co, there is a <5 < a such that {e}Ai"*^(m) is defined and y > all

members of N(e,ö); otherwise, let y(e,a) = 0. We define

d(e,a) = px(x — y(e,a) &(p)(p < a -» x g: d(e,p)))

for each e. Let r(a) = c. If R"c C\ A(o*) = 0, and if there is a p such that

peRac&(e)e<c(p > d(e,a))8cp greater than any member of

(J {*,%, n(A(ó) - A(ö*))\ô<cj&r(ô) < c}

by at least co, add the least such p to ^4(o-*) to obtain A(a); otherwise, let A(a) =

A(a*).

Let A = \J {A(o)\a<coy}.

Lemma 8.   For each e, limad(e,cj) exists.

Proof. Fix e. For each c ^ e, there is at most one o such that at stage a :

A is augmented for the sake of Rc. (This is the purpose of the clause

R" O A(o*) = 0.) Let a be so large that A is not augmented at stage p for the

sake of Rcfor any p = a and c = e. The set {y(e,p)| p = a} must have a maximum

value, since if y(e, S) > 0 for some ô 2: c, then y(e, p) ^ y(e, 5) for all p > ô ;

suppose x — a is such that y(e, x) is the maximum value. Then d(e, p) = d(e, x)

for all p = x. (Note that if a is added to A for the sake of Rc at stage p^a, then

c> e  and a > d(e, p).)

Lemma 9.   A is not metarecursive.

Proof. First we show c4 is unbounded. Fix a ; we claim {ß\a< ß <a + co} CiA

is finite. Let x and a be such that a < t < a + co, re,4(o-), and

A(o*) n{/?|a< ß <a + co] = 0. Let r(a) = c. If p is added to A at stage ô> a
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for the sake of Rd, where d > c, then p^a + co, since p must be greater thanvr

by at least a>. Thus any member of {ß j a < a + co} added to A after stage a must

be added for the sake of Rd, where d<c; consequently, {ß\a < ß < a + co}

n A has at most c + 1 members.

Fix c and suppose Rc is unbounded. Let p have the following properties:

peRc, (e)e<c(p >limad(e,o-)), and p is greater by at least co than any member

of JJ {Rôr(ô) n (A(ô) - A(ö*)) I ö < co y &r(ô) < c}; such a p exists by Lemma 8

and the fact that for each e, there is at most one r5 such that

RUô)^iA(ô)-A(ô*))ji0&r(o) = e. Then AC,RC contains a member less

than or equal to p.

Lemma 10. For each e, if{e}A(m) is defined for all m<co, then {e}A agrees

with some metarecursive function on the natural numbers.

Proof. Fix e and suppose {e}A(m) is defined for all m < co. Fix m ; we show

how to compute {e}A(m) metaeffectively. Let a be so large that A is not aug-

mented at stage p for the sake of Rc for any p — a and c f¿ e, and such that

d(e,p) = d(e,a) for all p — o. Let x(m) |> a have the property that for some

ô < x(m), {e}A<-zim)*\m) is defined; x(m), as a function of m, is weakly meta-

recursive. Then {e}Aiz<-m)*\m) is defined and d(e,x(m)) > all members of N(e,p).

But then d(e,y) > all members of N(e,p) for all y 2: x(m), and so N(e,p) £ cA;

consequently, {e}A(rim)t) (m) = {e}A(m).

It follows from Lemma 10 that A is both regular and hyperregular.

If A and B are sets of recursive ordinals, let A z^cB mean that A is computable

from B by means of Kripke's equation calculus; of course, deductions whose

heights are nonrecursive ordinals are permitted. If B is regular and hyperregular,

and A is computable from B, then A is weakly metarecursive in B.

Kreisel considers several notions of invariant definability in [6] and in private

communications. In a future publication he will present the most appealing of

these notions ; for now, let us denote it by ^ ¡, and let us be content to hear some

of Kreisel's observations concerning it; —¡ is transitive; if A and B are sets of

recursive ordinals and A ^¡B, then A SCB; if A and B are sets of natural num-

bers, then Az^jB<-+Az^cB*-+A is hyperarithmetic in B.

It follows from Theorem 7 that there exist two metarecursively enumerable

sets such that neither is invariantly definable from the other.

Theorem 7. There exist two metarecursively enumerable sets such that

neither is computable from the other by means of Kripke's equation calculus.

Proof. We lift Theorem 1 of §5 of [11] up into metarecursion theory as fol-

lows : each regular, nonmetarecursively enumerable set B is the disjoint union of

two metarecursively enumerable sets of incomparable metadegrees. The regularity

of B is all-important; we need to know that for each a we eventually finish enu-
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merating all members of B less than a. Except for this point, the lifting up is

routine. Let B be regular and hyperregular. Then B = B0 nß,, B0 C\By = <J>,

and the metadegrees of B0 and By are incomparable. It follows that B0 and By

are regular and hyperregular; but then neither is computable from the other.

We conclude the present section by outlining some generalizations to arbitrary

admissible ordinals. At the beginning of this section we sketched Kripke's equa-

tion calculus for coy. The only change needed for an arbitrary admissible a is

the introduction of numerals forordinals less than a. We define SEand Sy,g as

before. By the definition of admissibility, we have Sa£= [J {S£| y < a}. Let B be

a subset of a. We say J5 is subgeneric if for every E, Sf'g= [J {Sy,g\y < a},

where SE e includes the diagram of B. We say B is hyperregular if the range

of each function weakly a-recursive in B, when restricted to a set bounded by

an ordinal less than a, is bounded by an ordinal less than a.

Theorem 8. The following three properties of a regular set B are equivalent

to hyperregularity:

(a) every deduction from B is a-finite;

(b) the range of each function weakly a-recursive in B, when restricted to

an a-finite set, is a-finite;

(c) the restriction of each function weakly a-recursive in B to an a-finite

set is an a-finite partial function.

Proof. We indicate only that hyperregularity plus regularity implies property

(a). The second half of the proof of Theorem 5 uses no special properties

of recursive ordinals, generalizes to an arbitrary admissible a with no change,

and gives the desired result.

Corollary 2.   Each regular, hyperregular set is subgeneric.

Theorem 9. For each admissible a, there exists a non-a-recursive, a-recursively

enumerable, regular, hyperregular set.

Proof. First we mimic the proof of Theorem 6; the argument splits into

two cases distinguished by the truth-value of the statement : a*, the projectum

of a, is less than a. If a* < a, the argument of Theorem 6 is followed closely,

and the ordinals less than a* take over the part of the natural numbers. If a* = a,

then a slight modification is necessary; instead of preserving values of {¿}Aiß)

for all ß < a*, we preserve {s}AiP) for all ß < s, and make use of the repetition

inherent in any standard enumeration of the functions weakly a-recursive in A.

Thus we obtain a non-a-recursive, a-recursively enumerable set A with the prop-

erty that any function weakly a-recursive in A, when restricted to an a-finite

set, is an a-finite partial function.

5. The nonexistence of maximal sets. Let a be admissible. We say an a- recursively

enumerable set M is maximal if cM is not bounded by any ordinal less than a
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and if for each a-recursively enumerable set R, either R — M or cR is bounded

by some ordinal less than a. Clearly, a maximal set is unbounded. The maximal

set construction of [7] shows that if a* = a>, then a maximal, a-recursively enu-

merable set exists. It follows that there exist uncountably many, countable, ad-

missible a such that a maximal, a-recursively enumerable set exists. (In fact, it

was shown in [7] that there exists a metarecursively enumerable set M with un-

bounded complement such that for any metarecursively enumerable R, either

R — M or cR is finite.) The purpose of the present section is to give an example

of an important theorem about recursively enumerable sets which does not gen-

eralize to arbitrary admissible ordinals.

Theorem 10. There exists a countable, admissible ordinal a such that no

a-recursively enumerable set is maximal.

Proof. First we show that no maximal, aleph-one-recursively enumerable set

exists. Assume that V = L. Let/be a one-one, aleph-one-recursive function which

assigns an aleph-one-finite set of natural numbers to each countable ordinal;

the equations defining / merely specify some diagonal procedure. Let g be the

usual one-one function which assigns a member of the closed unit interval to

each set of natural numbers. Then h = gof can be viewed as an aleph-one-re-

cursive function, which associates a real number with each countable ordinal.

Suppose M is a maximal, aleph-one-recursively enumerable set. Let Iy,I2,I3,---

be the usual enumeration of all open subintervals of the unit interval with rational

endpoints. For each n, let J„ = {y | h(y) e I„} ; then Jn is aleph-one-recursively

enumerable if a natural h is chosen ; in fact, J„ is aleph-one-recursive uniformly

in n. For each n, J„ — M or cJ„ — M is countable ; let K„ be J„ — M if J„ — M

is countable, and let K„ be cJn — M otherwise. Let K = [J {K„ | n < co}, and

N = cM-K. Then for each n, NC\J„ = 0 or N r\cJn=0. Let a, ßeN

such that h(a) < h(ß), and r¡, r2 be rational numbers such that h(a)<ry&h(ß)<r2.

Let Im = (ry,r2). Then ßeJm, a$Jm, NC\Jmi0, and iVOcJm#0. (Of

course, the aleph-one-recursive enumerability of M is irrelevant.)

Let F be a countable initial segment of the constructible sets such that F is

a model of set theory and V = L. The above argument holds in F. Let y be the

countable ordinal which plays the part of aleph-one in P. The notion of ad-

missibility is absolute, so y is admissible, not only in the sense of P, but in ac-

tuality. There is no maximal y-recursively enumerable set in F, so there is none

anywhere, since all y-recursively enumerable sets are in P. The existence of F

cannot be proved in set theory, but F can safely be replaced by Q, a model for

finitely many axioms of set theory and V = L strong enough to carry out the

above argument ; and the existence of Q can be proved in set theory.

We do not know if there exists an uncountable, admissible ordinal a such

that a maximal, a-recursively enumerable set exists. We conjecture that it is

possible to give an elementary description of an ordinal satisfying Theorem 10.
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Note that the argument of Theorem 10 shows there does not exist any maximal

CA (complementary analytic) set of real numbers. (Call a CA set M maximal if

its complement is uncountable and if for each CA set R 2 M, either R — M is

countable or cR is countable.) This fact combined with the existence of maximal

Fl{ sets provides strong evidence for the following assertion: the analogy between

recursively enumerable sets and n' sets is much stronger than the analog between

n} sets and CA sets. We will give other evidence in [13]. Of course, one is free

to say that the above notion of maximality has no place in the theory of CA sets.

The argument of Theorem 10 still works if one adopts the following definition :

call a CA set M maximal if its complement is not Borel and if for each CA set

i?2M,   either R — M is Borel or cR is Borel.

6. Post's problem for admissible ordinals. Kripke [8] has obtained a solution of

Post's problem for a large class of admissible ordinals. We give a solution of

Post's problem which holds for every admissible a, but we leave open the struc-

ture of the upper semilattice of degrees of a-recursively enumerable sets.

Theorem 11. For each admissible ordinal a, there exist a-recursively

enumerable sets A and B such that A is not a-recursive in B and B is not

a-recursive.

Proof. The introductory remarks of §3 readily generalize to an arbitrary

admissible ordinal a; the natural numbers are replaced by the ordinals less than

a*, the projectum of a. Thus we have a T-predicate whose definition is:

TÍiB,E,a,o)<^tÍE,o) = <e,M,N,a,y}&M ç=B&N £ cB,

where e < a*, B is a set of ordinals less than a, and M and JV are a-finite sets ;

tie, a) is a special a-recursive function which indexes "deductions." T,1(j3,e>a,0')

says : e is the Gödel number of a finite system of equations E and r(e, a) is the

Godel number of an a-finite "deduction" from E and B, whose last line gives

the value y of some function for argument a. l/(e,er) is an a-recursive function

such that if r(e, cr) = (s,M,N, a,y>, then l/(e, a) = y. Two useful partial functions

are:

{e}B(a) = y <-» Ty \B, e, a, a) & i/(e, a) = y ;

{e}B(a) = y «• (Ea)({£}B(a) = y) &(<y)({e}B(a) is defined -> L/(e, a) = y).

If Ais weakly a-recursively in B, then for some £< a*, we have (y)(a(y) = {e}B(y)),

where a(y) is the characteristic function of A.

Let {Ry\y <a*} be a standard simultaneous enumeration of all the a-recur-

sively enumerable sets. Let Ry be the set of all members of Ry enumerated prior

to stage cr of the simultaneous enumeration. Let r(a) be an a-recursive function

whose range is bounded by a* such that for each e < a*, the set {er| r(a) = e}

is not bounded by any ordinal less than a.
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We simultaneously define four a-recursive functions, A(a), B(o), d(e,o) and

K(e,a) by induction on a.

Stage er = 0. A(o) = B(o) = 0,   d(e, o) = 8, and K(e, o) = 0 for all £ < a*.

Stage a >0.Let¿ = r(<5),,4(<7*) = y{y4(p)| p<er}, and £((?*) = (J{B(p)|< <r*}.

Let K(e,a*) = least upper bound of {K(e,p)\p < o} and d(e,o*) = least upper

bound of {c/(8,p)| p < er}.

If R¡ r\B(o*) = 0, and if there is a p such that p e R¡ &(e)c<ô(p > K(e,a*)) &p

greater than double any member of U{B,(T) C\(B(x) — B(x'*))\x < o&r(x) < Ó},

then add the least such p to B(o*) to obtain B(o); otherwise, B(<x) = B(a*). We

define d(e,o) for all e<a*:

d(e, ff) = d(e, a*) if £ < ô or if B(ff) = B(a*);

d(e, ff) = px(t)(t < e -» x > d(x, a))

&x> d(e,o*) + least upper bound of A(o*) + 1) if

£^(5&B(ff)^B(ff*).

Now we consider {ô}Biat\d(ô,o)) for all y < ff. Suppose d(ô,o) £ A(o*) and there

is a y < er such that {ô}B(- *\d(ô,a)) = 1; let t be the least such y. Define

A(a) = A(o*) U H<5,ff)}. Let K(ô,a) = K(è,a*) + least upper bound of N(ô,x),

and let K(£, o) = K(e, a*) for all e # ô and < a*. If our supposition is false, let

A(d) = A(o*) and K(£,ff) = K(e,a*) for all £ < a*.

Lemma 11. For each <5<a*, there exists a x such that for all

e — ô, d(e, x) = d(e, o) for all o = x.

Proof. Fix ö < a*. At the beginning of stage a > 0, we consider adding an

element to B for the sake of Ry ; this operation occurs at most once before the

requirement that B(o*) nfij = 0 ■ Let S be the set of all y g £ such that at

some stage a, a number of Ry, where y = r(a), is added to B. S is a-recursively

enumerable and is bounded by ö < a*. It follows that S is a-finite. Let x be so

large that all members of S have been enumerated prior to stage x.

Lemma 12.   B is not a-recursive.

Proof. First we show cB is unbounded. Fix y < a and suppose {ß\y — ß <a}çzB.

Let a0 be an infinite ordinal > y such that a0 e B(c) — B(o*) and a0 > every

member of B(u*). For each n ^ 0, let a„+1 be the first member of B to be enum-

erated after a„ with the property that a0 < a„+1 < 2a„; our supposition concern-

ing y implies a„ is well-defined for all n< co. Let ô(n) be such that a„ is added

to B at stage a(ri) for the sake of Rd(n) ; in short, r(cr(n)) = ö(n). Clearly, any

element added to B for the sake of R6 at stage a, where ô > 5(n) and a > a(n),

must be greater than 2a„; consequently, ô(n + 1) < ô(n) for all n, a contradiction.

Now fix o and suppose Rs is unbounded ; we show Bá # cB. Let x be as in the
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statement of Lemma 11. Let ß 5: x be such that Umr,d(e,a)eA<^lim(Td(e,a)eA(ß*)

for all e ^ <5. The existence of ß follows from the properties of a* and x and the

fact that Ö < a*. But then Kie,ß) = K(e,o) for all e ^ 5 and a ^ ß. Let p be

such that peRô, (s)c<ö(p > lim^X(e,cr)), and p is greater than double any mem-

ber of (J {Ryr(y) <~^(B(y) — B(y*))\ r(y) < ô}; the existence of p follows from the

nature of a*. Then B must contain some element of R .

Lemma 13.   A is not weakly a-recursive in B.

Proof. Fix S. Suppose {ô}B(y)isdennedîor ally <a.Letd = limad(ô,a)eA.

For some a, we must have d = d(ô,a)$A(a*) and {ö}B<-''*\d) = 1 for some

x<a. Also, K(ö,o) ^ every member of N(ö,x). We claim {ö}B(d) = l; it is

sufficient to show N(5,x) £ cB. If some element of N(ö,x) is put in B at stage

p> a, then r(p) = ß ^ ¿> and d(5, p) =£ d(5, p*). But p> a and Xy | d(5, y) is a

nondecreasing function of y, so d(ô,p) = d(ô,p*).

Now suppose d $ A. Then {s}B(d) ̂  1, since otherwise the second half of

stage a would eventually compel us to put d in A.

The proof of Theorem 11 used only one combinatorial fact concerning all

admissible ordinals; namely, an a-recursively enumerable set bounded by an

ordinal less than a*, the projectum of a, is a-finite. If a* < a, then a* behaves

somewhat like co does in metarecursion theory. If a* = a, then all bounded,

a-recursively enumerable sets are a-finite, and it is possible to initiate some familiar

arguments of ordinary recursion theory. But we are concealing many combin-

atorial difficulties. The proof of Theorem 8 works because at most one attempt

is made to satisfy each requirement of the form: if jRe is unbounded, then

Re r\ B # 0. We have not found any combinatorial trick for attacking all ad-

missible ordinals with priority arguments that permit more than one attempt

to satisfy any requirement.

7. Open questions and conjectures. What follows is not a complete list of all

interesting questions concerning the topics of this paper, but is, hopefully, a

selection.

Ql. If a is admissible, is a*, the projectum of a, admissible? This question

was suggested by Kripke, who has shown that a* must be the limit of admissible

ordinals(3).

Q2. Do there exist a-recursively enumerable subsets of a* of incomparable

a-degrees? We think yes. The answer to Ql might be of some help.

Q3. Do there exist a-recursively enumerable sets such that neither is com-

putable from the other by means of Kripke's equation calculus. We think yes.

Q4. For what a do maximal, a-recursively enumerable sets exist? In par-

ticular, is there a maximal, a-recursively enumerable set for some uncountable a?

If A is weakly metarecursive in B, then A = {e}B for some e as described  at

(3) Kripke has recently shown the answer to Ql is yes.
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the beginning of §3. The reduction procedure used to compute A from B can be

identified with the metarecursively enumerable set {t(e,cr)|ff < coy}. A typical

value of t(e, a) is <e, M, N, a,y>; if M £ B and N ScB, then {e}B(a) = y, where

M and N ate metafinite sets. We say e is intrinsically consistent, if for all a, a y

and ff2, if i(e,ffi) = <c,M1,JV1,a,y1>, t(e,a2) = (e,M2,N2, a,y2}, and

(Mj UM2)n(JV! UN2) = 0, theny1=y2.

Q5. For each e, does there exist an intrinsically consistent e* such that

{e}A ~{e*}A for all ,4? We think not. In ordinary recursion theory the answer is

yes, since we can require that M and N define a finite, initial segment of a charac-

teristic function rather than an arbitrary, basic neighborhood.

Q6. How does one define the jump operator for sets of recursive ordinals?

A satisfactory definition should have the property that if A is metarecursive in B,

then the jump of A is metarecursive in the jump of B. An answer to Q5 should

help here.

Q7. Does there exist a metarecursive function / such that for all e,R/(e)is

regular and has the same metadegree as Rf>. The proof of Theorem 1 does not

provide such an /, but we think it exists. An answer to Q8 might help.

Q8. If A is a nonregular, metarecursively enumerable set, does there exist

a n} set of the same metadegree as ^4? We conjecture yes(4).

In[13] we will give axioms for recursion theory in the sense that one gives axioms

for group theory.Any object satisfying our axioms will be called a recursion system

and will consist of an initial segment of the ordinaals and some partial functions

on that segment and into it. It will be seen that most of the results of this paper

hold for arbitrary recursion systems and that the notion of regular, hyperreg-

ular set (inspired by Kreisel's notion of subgeneric set) is the key to the clas-

sification of recursion systems.
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